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**HCN1 Channels Control Resting and Active Integrative Properties of Stellate Cells from Layer II of the Entorhinal Cortex**
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Whereas recent studies have elucidated principles for representation of information within the entorhinal cortex, less is known about the molecular basis for information processing by entorhinal neurons. The HCN1 gene encodes ion channels that mediate hyperpolarization-activated currents (If) that control synaptic integration and influence several forms of learning and memory. We asked whether hyperpolarization-activated, cation nonsel ective 1 (HCN1) channels control processing of information by stellate cells found within layer II of the entorhinal cortex. Axonal projections from these neurons form a major component of the synaptic input to the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus. To determine whether HCN1 channels control either the resting or the active properties of stellate neurons, we performed whole-cell recordings in horizontal brain slices prepared from adult wild-type and HCN1 knock-out mice. We found that HCN1 channels are required for rapid and full activation of hyperpolarization-activated currents in stellate neurons. HCN1 channels dominate the membrane conductance at rest, are not required for theta frequency (4–12 Hz) membrane potential fluctuations, but suppress low-frequency (<4 Hz) components of spontaneous and evoked membrane potential activity. During sustained activation of stellate cells sufficient for firing of repeated action potentials, HCN1 channels control the pattern of spike output by promoting recovery of the spike afterhyperpolarization. These data suggest that HCN1 channels expressed by stellate neurons in layer II of the entorhinal cortex are key molecular components in the processing of inputs to the hippocampal dentate gyrus, with distinct integrative roles during resting and active states.
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**Introduction**

To understand any neural circuit, one must understand not only the synaptic input and output arrangements but also the integrative properties of neurons at each point in the circuit. Neurons in the superficial layers of the entorhinal cortex occupy a pivotal position within the medial temporal lobe circuit used for encoding and retrieval of episodic memories. These neurons receive convergent inputs from associational areas of the neocortex (Amaral and Witter, 1989) and mediate the principal cortical input to the hippocampus (Dolorfo and Amaral, 1998; Witter et al., 2000). Neurons in layers II and III of the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC) provide the hippocampus with information about an animal’s location, which they encode in a topographically organized grid-like representation (Leutgeb et al., 2005; Witter and Moser, 2006). Although knowledge of the functions of these neurons has evolved rapidly, the molecular underpinnings of the integrative processes through which they generate outputs useful to their downstream targets in the hippocampus remain unclear.

Layer II of the MEC contains two classes of neurons that project directly to the hippocampal dentate gyrus: stellate neurons and pyramidal neurons (Alonso and Klink, 1993; Klink and Alonso, 1997; Buckmaster et al., 2004). Stellate neurons have complex integrative properties that may enable these neurons to play unique roles in transformation of cortical representations (Alonso and Llinas, 1989; Alonso and Klink, 1993; Giocomo et al., 2007). Particular attention has focused on how persistent sodium currents (INaP) (White et al., 1998; Magistretti et al., 1999) and hyperpolarization-activated currents (If) influence the integrative properties of stellate neurons (Dickson et al., 2000). Yet, the molecular identities of the ion channels in stellate neurons that generate either If or INaP have not been established and the integrative functions of If in particular are not clear. For example, some computational models of stellate cells do not include any role at all for If (White et al., 1995, 1998), whereas others propose a central role for If (Dickson et al., 2000; Fransen et al., 2004). We were therefore interested to determine the molecular basis for the large If found in stellate neurons and to understand how ion
channels mediating $I_h$ influence the integrative properties of these neurons. Channel subunits responsible for $I_h$ are encoded by four genes, the hyperpolarization-activated, cation nonselective channel family \((HCN1–4)\) (Robinson and Siegelbaum, 2003). HCN1 channels constrain memory processes that require the hippocampus or the prefrontal cortex (Nolan et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2007). In hippocampal pyramidal neurons, $I_h$ is primarily mediated by HCN1 channels (Lorincz et al., 2002; Nolan et al., 2004) and is important for synaptic integration at resting membrane potentials (Magee, 2000). The functions of HCN1 channels at membrane potentials around the threshold for action potential firing are less clear. It is also unknown whether HCN1 channels in neurons differ before, but not after, block of $I_h$ in stellate cells to be ~2.8. All other electrophysiological experiments were performed at 33–35°C and were in the absence of pharmacological agents, unless stated otherwise.

Whole-cell recordings were obtained from the soma of stellate cells in MEC layer II using 2–5 MΩ resistance electrodes filled with intracellular solution composed of the following (in mM): 130 K-methylsulfate, 10 KCl, 10 HEPES, 0.05 MgCl₂, 0.5 CaCl₂, 0.1 CdCl₂, 1 4-AP, 5 TEA, 0.005 NBQX, 0.02 bicuculline, and 0.0005 TTX. These recordings were performed at room temperature to facilitate comparison with data obtained from heterologously expressed channels. By comparison of current records first at 24°C and subsequently at 35°C, we estimated the Q10 value for the fast components of activation and deactivation of $I_h$ in stellate cells to be ~2.8. All other electrophysiological experiments were performed at 33–35°C.
(see Fig. 3 E, F; see Table 2). When this neuron is also included in the analysis, we also find significant \((p < 0.05)\) differences between \(HCN1^{+/+}\) and \(HCN1^{-/-}\) neurons in control conditions but not in the presence of ZD7288.

To minimize possible slow-onset, nonspecific effects of ZD7288 (Chevaleyre and Castillo, 2002), all data during perfusion of ZD7288 were obtained within 5 min of the abolition of the membrane potential sag. For the experiments in Figures 6 and 7, this reduced the time available to sample firing patterns across a range of average frequencies, and so for these experiments, we focused only on obtaining data for average spike frequencies \(<2\ Hz.\) For these experiments, only spikes occurring between 4 and 15 s after the onset of the 15 s duration current step were analyzed.

**Analysis of hyperpolarization-activated currents.** To estimate the steady-state activation of \(I_n\), the amplitude of tail currents after voltage steps to a series of test potentials were fit with the following modified form of the Boltzmann equation:

\[
I_n = I_\text{max} / (1 + \exp(V - V_1/2)/s),
\]

where \(A\) is the maximal tail current amplitude (in pA), \(V\) is the membrane voltage during the test pulse (in mV), \(V_1/2\) is the midpoint activation voltage (in mV), and \(s\) is the slope (in mV). Activation curves were fit with a single exponential of the form \(I = I_\text{max} + A \exp(-t/\tau),\) or a double exponential of the form \(I = I_\text{max} + A \exp(-t/\tau_{fast}) + A_2 \exp(-t/\tau_{slow}).\) Residual currents were obtained by subtraction of the fit from the data. Because of the smaller amplitude of \(I_n\) in cells from \(HCN1^{-/-}\) mice, we were only able to accurately fit exponential functions to the activation phase of \(I_n\) at test potentials negative to \(-85\ mV.\)

**Analysis of subthreshold membrane potential activity.** Input resistance, membrane time constant, and sag were estimated from membrane potential responses to small (\(=40\ pA\)) current steps (Nolan et al., 2004). Power spectra were calculated using routines included with IGORpro. Spectrograms were calculated, using custom written routines, from individual power spectra obtained from overlapping segments of each membrane potential recording. Each segment had a duration of 4 s and began 0.5 s after the start of the previous segment. To investigate how neurons respond to different frequencies of input, we examined membrane potential responses to oscillating current inputs with frequency increasing to a maximum of 25 Hz over a total duration of 20 s (ZAP currents) (Puil et al., 1986). To calculate the membrane impedance, the Fourier transform of the input current. The complex valued result was obtained by subtraction of the fit from the data. Because of the smaller amplitude of \(I_n\) in cells from \(HCN1^{-/-}\) mice, we were only able to accurately fit exponential functions to the activation phase of \(I_n\) at test potentials negative to \(-85\ mV.\)

**Results**

**Localization of HCN1 channels in the medial temporal lobe circuit**

We first examined the distribution of HCN1 channel protein in the hippocampal-entorhinal circuit. We found consistent patterns of HCN1 labeling in horizontal and parasagittal brain sections from wild-type \((HCN1^{+/+})\) mice (horizontal, \(n = 4;\) parasagittal, \(n = 2\)), whereas HCN1 labeling was completely absent from global HCN1 knock-out \((HCN1^{-/-})\) mice \((n = 4;\) \(n = 1\)) (Fig. 1A). In both horizontal and parasagittal planes, the medial entorhinal cortex contains a distinct laminar distribution of HCN1 channels (Fig. 1A–C). As in the neocortex, strong HCN1 labeling is present in the superficial part of layer I of the MEC. This is consistent with the preferential subcellular localization of HCN1 channels to the distal apical dendrites of cortical pyramidal neurons (Lorincz et al., 2002). However, in contrast to the neocortex, significant HCN1 labeling is also present within layer

**Figure 1.** Distribution of HCN1 channels in the medial temporal lobe. A, Montage of low-magnification images demonstrating the distribution of HCN1 labeling in the hippocampus, parahippocampal regions, and adjacent neocortex in horizontal sections from \(HCN1^{+/+}\) (top) and \(HCN1^{-/-}\) mice (bottom). B, Laminar distribution of HCN1 channels in the entorhinal cortex. C, Labeling of HCN1 channels in a parasagittal section. D, Distinct pattern of HCN1 labeling in the dentate gyrus, DG; Dentate gyrus; GCL, granule cell layer; Hil, hilus; Hip, hippocampus; LEC, lateral entorhinal cortex; ML, molecular layer; Para, parasubiculum; PoR, posthinal cortex; PR, perihinal cortex; Pre, presubiculum; Sub, subiculum. Scale bars: A, C, 500 \(\mu m;\) B, 50 \(\mu m;\) D, 100 \(\mu m.\)
II of the MEC. Layer II contains the cell bodies of stellate and pyramidal neurons that project to the dentate gyrus as well as the apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of termination of axons from neurons in layer II of the MEC in the entorhinal cortex. HCN1 labeling was also present at the site of apical dendrites of pyramidal cells from deeper layers of the entorhinal cortex.

HCN1 channels shape the resting membrane properties of entorhinal layer II stellate cells

Because we found that HCN1 channels are responsible for a major component of $I_n$ in MEC layer II stellate cells, we asked whether deletion of HCN1 channels influences the resting membrane properties of these neurons (Fig. 3). These and all additional experiments were performed in standard ACSF at 33–36°C. Deletion of HCN1 channels from MEC layer II stellate cells has several profound effects on their resting membrane properties (Fig. 3, Table 1). Stellate cells from both groups of mice do not fire spontaneous action potentials. However, in contrast to stellate cells from HCN1+/− mice, those from HCN1−/− mice have significantly more negative resting membrane potentials ($p < 0.0001$), a significantly higher input resistance measured from a residual current in stellate cells from HCN1−/− mice indicates that, in addition to HCN1 channels, other HCN subunits contribute to the native current. This is consistent with low levels of HCN2 and HCN3 protein in the MEC (Notomi and Shigemoto, 2004).
HCN channels suppress resting membrane potential fluctuations but are not required for theta frequency perithreshold activity

Because recordings made in vivo from cortical neurons indicate that integration of synaptic responses may occur both at resting membrane potentials and at depolarized membrane potentials close to spike threshold (Steriade et al., 1993; Cossart et al., 2003; Waters and Helmchen, 2006), sometimes referred to as “up-states,” we were interested to determine whether HCN1 channels could also influence the integrative properties of stellate cells at membrane potentials around spike threshold. Previous experimental and computational studies have concluded that interactions between HCN currents and $I_{NaP}$ drive theta frequency perithreshold membrane potential oscillations (Alonso and Llinás, 1989; Dickson et al., 2000; Fransen et al., 2004). However, we found that the amplitude of theta frequency fluctuations was similar for stellate cells from HCN1+/+ and HCN1−/− mice, whereas the amplitude of low frequency (<4 Hz) fluctuations at membrane potentials negative to −60 mV is larger for neurons from HCN1−/− compared with HCN1+/+ mice (Fig. 4).

To determine whether the larger low frequency membrane potential fluctuations observed in the absence of HCN1 channels can be accounted for by altered responsiveness of neurons from HCN1−/− to inputs that fluctuate at low frequencies, we examined membrane potential responses to injection of oscillating inputs with continuously increasing frequency (ZAP functions) (Fig. 5). In agreement with observations from rats (Erchova et al., 2004), membrane potential responses of stellate cells from HCN1+/+ mice demonstrate clear resonant peaks at frequencies in the range of 4–8 Hz. In contrast, clear resonant peaks were not observed from stellate cells from HCN1−/− mice, but rather the magnitude of the membrane impedance for inputs with frequencies <4 Hz was substantially increased compared with HCN1+/+ mice (Fig. 5G–J). Therefore, expression of HCN1 channels suppresses responses of stellate cells to inputs that fluctuate at frequencies <4 Hz by reducing the membrane impediments to either negative ($p < 0.0001$) or positive ($p < 0.0001$) current steps and a longer membrane time constant ($p < 0.0001$). The sag and rebound responses of stellate cells from HCN1−/− mice have significantly reduced amplitude and slower kinetics (Fig. 3C,D; Table 1). These effects of deletion of HCN1 suggest a large contribution of channels containing HCN1 subunits to the resting membrane conductance of stellate cells.

If HCN channels in MEC stellate cells are indeed open at resting potentials, then acute pharmacological block of $I_h$ should modify their resting membrane properties. In addition, if deletion of HCN1 channels does not have secondary effects on the resting membrane properties of MEC stellate cells, for example resulting from upregulation or downregulation of other membrane ion channels, then the properties of neurons from HCN1+/+ and HCN1+/− mice should not differ when $I_h$ is blocked pharmacologically. We therefore evaluated the effects of blocking $I_h$ with ZD7288 (BoSmith et al., 1993; Maccarelli and McBain, 1996). Consistent with previous studies of stellate cells from rats (Klink and Alonso, 1993; Jones, 1994; van Der Linden et al., 1999; Dickson et al., 2000), perfusion of ZD7288 quickly reduced the sag, increased the input resistance, and caused a profound hyperpolarization of the membrane potential of stellate cells from both groups of mice (Fig. 3E,F; Table 2). From the differences in input resistance measured at the control resting membrane potential in the presence and absence of ZD7288, we estimate that $I_h$ contributes to ∼55 and 20% of the resting membrane conductance in stellate cells from HCN1+/+ and HCN1+/− mice, respectively. Importantly, in the presence of ZD7288, the membrane properties of stellate cells from HCN1+/+ and HCN1+/− mice were indistinguishable (Table 2), providing strong evidence that deletion of HCN1 channels does not cause secondary changes to the membrane properties of these neurons.

**Figure 3.** HCN1 channels dominate the resting integrative properties of layer II stellate cells. A, B, Examples from HCN1+/+ (A) and HCN1−/− (B) mice of membrane potential responses (top) to currents steps (middle). For clarity, only every second trace is shown. The peak and steady-state hyperpolarization from all of the responses are plotted as a function of the amplitude of the current step (bottom). C, D, The membrane potential sag (C) and rebound (D) during the onset and offset of the responses in A and B. E, F, Examples from HCN1+/+ (E) and HCN1−/− (F) mice of the time course of the change in membrane potential and input resistance (bottom graphs) of stellate cells during perfusion of ZD7288 (10 μM) and representative membrane potential responses to ±100 pA steps (top panels). The numbers of the membrane potential traces correspond to the numbered time points in the bottom graphs. The depolarization of the membrane potential to control values at the end of each experiment was achieved by introducing a constant amplitude offset current.

**Table 1.** Membrane properties of MEC stellate cells from HCN1+/+ and HCN1−/− mice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HCN1+/+</th>
<th>HCN1−/−</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resting membrane potential (mV)</td>
<td>−68.5 ± 0.6</td>
<td>−75.0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>5.2e-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input resistance (−ve) (MO)</td>
<td>43.9 ± 3.2</td>
<td>73.2 ± 4.7</td>
<td>2.8e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input resistance (+ve) (MO)</td>
<td>55.2 ± 3.9</td>
<td>87.3 ± 7.1</td>
<td>1.8e-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time constant (−ve) (ms)</td>
<td>9.3 ± 0.9</td>
<td>20.4 ± 1.3</td>
<td>6.1e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time constant (+ve) (ms)</td>
<td>10.3 ± 0.8</td>
<td>19.8 ± 1.6</td>
<td>1.1e-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sag</td>
<td>0.62 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1.2e-17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Input resistance and membrane time constant were calculated from membrane potential responses to negative current steps (−ve), and positive current steps (+ve). The membrane potential sag ratio (Sag) was calculated from responses to negative current steps. For HCN1−/− mice, n = 45 for resting potential and input resistance and n = 41 otherwise. For HCN1−/− mice, n = 53 for resting potential and input resistance and n = 43 for other properties.
Table 2. Summary of the effects of ZD7288 on the resting membrane properties of stellate neurons from HCN1+/− (n = 7) and HCN1−/− mice (n = 6)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>ZD7288</th>
<th>ZD7288 offset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vm (mV)</td>
<td>−70.1 ± 1.3</td>
<td>−81.9 ± 1.5</td>
<td>−70.0 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR−ve (ΔV)</td>
<td>39.9 ± 3.5</td>
<td>72.9 ± 5.3</td>
<td>106.2 ± 11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IR+ve (ΔV)</td>
<td>53.3 ± 6.2</td>
<td>100.9 ± 11.4</td>
<td>137.9 ± 15.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The membrane potential (Vm) along with input resistance determined from positive (IR+ve) and negative (IR−ve) current steps were first estimated in control conditions and then in the presence of 10 μM ZD7288 without any offset current (ZD7288 and also with the membrane potential returned to its control value by injection of a constant offset current (ZD7288 offset). ANOVA demonstrated significant effects of both genotype and ZD7288 on Vm (p = 0.013 and p = 1e−7), IR−ve (p = 0.004 and p = 0.018), IR+ve (p = 0.16 and p = 0.037), and sag (p = 1e−6 and p = 1e−7). Post hoc analysis (t test) indicates that, in control conditions, there are significant differences between stellate cells from HCN1+/− and HCN1−/− mice in their Vm (p = 0.0038), IR−ve (p = 0.0065), IR+ve (p = 0.01), and sag (p = 0.0005). In contrast, in the presence of ZD7288, there are no longer any significant differences between HCN1+/− and HCN1−/− mice in Vm (p = 0.51), IR−ve (p = 0.58), or IR+ve (p = 0.52).

The pattern of action potentials fired by stellate cells is modified by deletion of HCN1 channels

Although HCN1 channels do not appear to be required for perithreshold theta frequency fluctuations in the membrane potential of stellate cells in the entorhinal cortex, could they nevertheless influence active states of these neurons through some other mechanism? Stellate cells often fire clusters of two or more spikes at a relatively high frequency surrounded by periods of inactivity (Alonso and Klink, 1993; White et al., 1998) (Fig. 6A), suggesting that as well as encoding information in the frequency of their output, stellate cells may also take advantage of intrinsically generated patterns of activity to communicate with downstream neurons. Because the mechanisms that control the pattern of spike output or the influence of Ih are not clear, we asked whether deletion of HCN1 channels modifies patterns of spikes fired by entorhinal stellate cells (Fig. 6).

To quantify patterns of spikes, we calculated the probability that a spike occurs as part of a cluster (Pc), the number of spikes per cluster, and the intracluster spike frequency (see Materials and Methods). At spike firing frequencies that correspond to those recorded from superficial entorhinal cells in behaving animals (Fyhn et al., 2004; Hafting et al., 2005), using either relaxed or stringent definitions of a spike cluster (see Materials and Methods), we found that Pc, the number of spikes per cluster, and the intracluster spike frequency all vary as a function of the average spike frequency (Fig. 6C–E). After accounting for the average spike frequency, we found significant differences between HCN1+/− compared with HCN1−/− mice in Pc (Fig. 6C) and the intracluster spike frequency (Fig. 6D). Analysis using the relaxed cluster definition also suggested that deletion of HCN1 channels modifies the number of spikes per cluster, but this difference was not significant using the stringent cluster definition (Fig. 6E).

The effect of HCN1 deletion on Pc reflects reduced occurrence of clustered patterns of activity at average spike frequencies between 1 and 3 Hz, where clustered patterns are usually most prominent (Fig. 6C). The difference between genotypes in the mean frequency of spikes within a cluster is caused by significantly lower intracellular spike frequencies in neurons from HCN1+/− compared with HCN1−/− mice (Fig. 6D). Consistent with the modified firing properties of stellate cells from HCN1 knock-out animals being directly attributable to the absence of HCN1 channels, rather than to secondary adaptive changes, perfusion of the Ih blocker ZD7288 also reduced Pc (Fig. 6F, G). Thus, HCN1 channels appear to modify the pattern of spike output from stellate cells by promoting the emergence of clustered spike patterns and by increasing the spike frequency within a cluster.

HCN1 channels accelerate recovery from the action potential afterhyperpolarization

How are HCN1 channels able to control patterns of spike output from stellate neurons? In all stellate neurons, single action potentials are followed by a fast AHP and a slower medium AHP (Alonso and Klink, 1993) (Fig. 7). We find that rapid recovery from the medium AHP appears to be important for generation of clustered patterns of activity, because clustered patterns of spikes involve initiation of a second action potential shortly after recovery from the preceding AHP (Fig. 6A, B), and the half-width of the AHP correlates strongly with Pc (Fig. 7F).

Because the AHP reaches potentials at which Ih is activated, we wondered whether HCN1 channels influence firing patterns by controlling the waveform of the AHP. In contrast to HCN1+/− mice (Fig. 7A, B), the AHP half-width of neurons from HCN1−/− mice (Fig. 7C, D) is significantly longer at average firing frequencies below 3 Hz (Fig. 7E), suggesting that HCN1 channels influence spike output by accelerating recovery from the AHP. In support of this conclusion, acute block of HCN channels by perfusion of 10 μM ZD7288 also increased the duration of the action potential AHP (Fig. 7G, H). Because deletion of HCN1 channels did not alter the current threshold required to evoke action potentials, the voltage threshold, amplitude, or half-width of the action potential, the amplitude of fast or medium components of the AHP or the relationship between injected current and the number or frequency of spikes fired (supplementary Fig. 3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), differences in the AHP duration are not secondary to a change in a preceding...
component of the action potential. Rather, these data are consistent with an inward current mediated by HCN1 channels acting during the AHP to promote rapid recovery of the AHP and thereby increasing the probability of a subsequent spike.

**Discussion**

To better understand the neural circuitry that gives rise to inputs to the hippocampus, we investigated how HCN1 channels influence the integrative properties of stellate neurons from layer II of the medial entorhinal cortex. We found that HCN1 channels in these neurons are required for a large, fast component of \( I_h \) and influence resting and active membrane properties. When stellate cells are in resting states, HCN1 channels dominate the membrane conductance and suppress low frequency fluctuations in membrane potential, whereas during active states, HCN1 channels control the pattern of spike output by promoting repolarization of the AHP. We suggest how HCN1 channels in stellate cells could play roles in forms of memory that rely on precise temporal patterns of input to the hippocampal dentate gyrus.

**HCN1 channels dominate the resting membrane properties of MEC layer II stellate cells**

Together, our data indicate that HCN1 channels dominate the resting membrane properties of stellate cells from layer II of the MEC. We found that HCN1 channels are required for rapid and full activation of the large \( I_h \) present in stellate neurons. Comparison of the resting membrane properties of stellate cells from \( HCN1^{+/+} \) and \( HCN1^{-/-} \) mice supports a model whereby steady-state activation of HCN1 channels contributes to the resting membrane potential, input resistance, and time constant, whereas voltage-dependent gating of HCN1 channels actively opposes deviations of the membrane potential away from rest.
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**Figure 4.** HCN1 channels suppress low-frequency subthreshold membrane potential fluctuations but are not required for perithreshold theta frequency fluctuations. **A, B,** Example of membrane potential responses of stellate cells from \( HCN1^{+/+} \) (A) and \( HCN1^{-/-} \) (B) mice to series of positive current steps. Responses that contain spikes are in gray. For clarity, only a subset of the responses are shown. Traces on the right show a section of the same data on an expanded time base. **C, D,** Spectrograms (left) of membrane potential activity from depolarized (top left) and relatively hyperpolarized (bottom left) traces and corresponding power spectra (right) for the data in A and B. The zero time point in each spectrogram corresponds to the onset of the positive current step. The power spectra are for the membrane potential fluctuations from 4 to 20 s after the onset of the current step. In each spectrogram, the relative power is plotted as a function of time (abscissa) and frequency (ordinate). **E,** SD of the membrane potential plotted as a function of mean membrane potential. ANOVA revealed a significant effect of genotype \((p = 5.8 \times 10^{-13})\), membrane potential \((p = 2.2 \times 10^{-16})\), and interaction between genotype and membrane potential \((p = 0.028)\). Subsequent t tests indicated significant \((p < 0.05)\) differences between \( HCN1^{+/+} \) and \( HCN1^{-/-} \) mice at potentials negative to \(-56 \text{ mV}\). **F–H,** Mean power in the range of 1–4 Hz (F), 4–8 Hz (G), and 8–12 Hz (H) plotted as a function of membrane potential. ANOVA revealed a significant effect of genotype and membrane potential in the 1–4 Hz band \((\text{genotype}, p = 1.8 \times 10^{-5}; \text{membrane potential}, p = 3.6 \times 10^{-16}; \text{interaction}, 0.96)\) but only of membrane potential in the 4–8 Hz band \((\text{genotype}, p = 0.92; \text{membrane potential}, p = 2.2 \times 10^{-16})\) and 8–12 Hz band \((\text{genotype}, p = 0.0765; \text{membrane potential}, p = 2.2 \times 10^{-16})\). Subsequent t tests revealed a significant difference \((p < 0.05)\) in the SD of the membrane potential between \( HCN1^{+/+} \) and \( HCN1^{-/-} \) mice in the 1–4 Hz band at potentials negative to \(-54 \text{ mV}\) but no difference at any potential in the 4–8 or 8–12 Hz bands.
relatively steep voltage dependence of the wild-type $I_h$ may be particularly important for this stabilizing action. Similar effects on resting integrative properties are caused by deletion of HCN1 channels from pyramidal cells (Nolan et al., 2004) or by pharmacological block of $I_h$ in either type of neuron (Klink and Alonso, 1993; Jones, 1994; Gasparini and DiFrancesco, 1997; Magee, 1998; Stuart andSpruston, 1998; van Der Linden et al., 1999; Dickson et al., 2000; Williams and Stuart, 2000; Day et al., 2005). Therefore, these may be common consequences of HCN1 expression in neurons with hyperpolarized resting potentials. In contrast, in cerebellar Purkinje cells, which are spontaneously active and have relatively depolarized membrane potentials, HCN1 channels do not appear to influence spontaneous activity, rather they are activated by hyperpolarizing inputs (Williams et al., 2002) and ensure that the relationship between input strength and spike output is independent of the previous history of activity (Nolan et al., 2003).

During activation of stellate cells, HCN1 channels control patterns of spike output by promoting repolarization of the action potential AHP

In contrast to their effects on resting membrane properties, the influence of HCN1 channels on the pattern of neuronal spike output has received relatively little attention. Our data support a novel function for HCN1 channels to determine the pattern of spike firing during active states: the inward current mediated by activation of HCN1 channels during the spike AHP promotes repolarization of the membrane potential toward the spike threshold, which in turn increases the probability that a second spike will be initiated soon after the first spike. Although our voltage-clamp experiments predict that the fraction of open HCN1 channels would be relatively small at membrane potentials obtained during the spike AHP (Fig. 2), the membrane slope conductance is also likely to be very small at these potentials (Koch, 1999; Waters and Helmchen, 2006). As a result, relatively small HCN-mediated currents may shift the balance between inward and outward currents during the AHP and therefore lead to substantial changes in the membrane potential trajectory.

When stellate neurons are activated by continuous depolarization, they fire action potentials organized into clustered patterns (Alonso and Klink, 1993; White et al., 1998). Although HCN1 channels are not required for clustered patterns of spiking to emerge and the mechanisms that initiate and curtail spike clusters remain unclear, in the absence of HCN1 channels, the propensity to fire clusters and the frequency of spikes within
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Figure 5. Deletion of HCN1 channels increases membrane impedance in response to low-frequency inputs (<4 Hz) but not to theta frequency inputs (4–12 Hz). A-C, Examples of membrane potential responses (top) to injection of ZAP current waveforms (bottom) for stellate neurons from HCN1+/+ (A) and HCN1−/− (C) mice. The ZAP waveform is a sinusoid with continuously increasing frequency and a constant peak to peak amplitude. B, D, Plot of membrane impedance amplitude (Z) (top) and phase (bottom) as a function of frequency obtained from the data in A and C (for additional details, see Materials and Methods). E, Mean relative amplitude of the resonance peak [q] plotted as a function of membrane potential (each point is the mean of values from 3–5 different cells). To calculate q, the maximal value of Z was divided by the value of Z at a frequency of 0.5 Hz. ANOVA revealed a significant effect of genotype (p = 0.009) but not membrane potential (p = 0.81). F, Plot of the mean frequency at which the resonance peak is found as a function of membrane potential. ANOVA revealed significant effects of genotype (p = 0.001) and membrane potential (p = 0.037) and an interaction between genotype and membrane potential (p = 0.035). G–J, Mean of the membrane impedance plotted as a function of frequency at resting membrane potential (G, −60 mV (H), −70 mV (I), and −80 mV (J) (n = 3–5 cells for each trace). Dashed lines indicate the SEM. Using Student’s t-test to compare the impedance amplitude at each individual frequency, we found significant (p < 0.05) differences between HCN1+/+ and HCN1−/− mice at frequencies <3.5 Hz (G), <2.9 Hz (H), <6.3 Hz (I), and <5.1 Hz (J).
clusters is reduced (Fig. 6). This change in the pattern of firing is accounted for by the increased duration of the AHP (Fig. 7). HCN1 channels may also influence the pattern of spontaneous firing by neurons in the globus pallidus, although in this case, the AHP after each spike does not activate \(h \) but rather activation of inhibitory synaptic inputs is required to provide the hyperpolarization necessary for activation of \(h \) (Chan et al., 2004). Additional investigation is required to establish the roles of other ion channels in the genesis of clustered patterns of spike firing, to determine whether stellate cells fire spikes in clustered patterns when they are activated in vivo, and if so, what impact this has on their downstream targets in the dentate gyrus.

**Does deletion of HCN1 channels alter expression of other membrane ion channels?**

Although the differences that we found between the electrophysiological properties of stellate cells from HCN1\(^{+/+}\) and HCN1\(^{-/-}\) mice are consistent with direct effects of removing HCN1 channels from the cell membrane, it is nevertheless important to consider whether deletion of HCN1 channels could have indirectly caused changes in expression of other ion channels that would support alternative explanations for our data. Several lines of evidence indicate this is not the case. First, the resting membrane properties of HCN1\(^{+/+}\) and HCN1\(^{-/-}\) mice were indistinguishable after complete block of \(h \) with ZD7288 (Fig. 3), whereas if expression of ion channels from outside the HCN family were altered, then differences should be maintained after block of \(h \). Second, in HCN1\(^{-/-}\) mice, only a small residual \(n \) is found in stellate cells (Fig. 2), suggesting that no major upregulation of other HCN subunits occurs in these cells in response to the deletion of HCN1. Third, the absence of any differences in the action potential voltage waveform or threshold after deletion of HCN1 channels (supplemental Fig. 3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) indicates that the properties of voltage-gated sodium and potassium channels are not substantially different in the two groups of mice. Fourth, direct measurement of the persistent sodium current, which strongly influences the perithreshold properties of stellate cells, also failed to reveal differences between HCN1\(^{-/-}\) and HCN1\(^{-/-}\) mice (supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Finally, any secondary

**Figure 6.** Patterns of spike output are altered by deletion of HCN1 channels. A, B, Examples of the patterns of action potentials fired by MEC layer II stellate cells during injection of positive current steps. Traces show the membrane potential of neurons from HCN1\(^{+/+}\) (A) and HCN1\(^{-/-}\) (B) mice in response to different levels of current input. Each trace shows the membrane potential from 5 to 10 s after the onset of a 20 s duration current step. C, Mean values of \(P_c \) plotted as a function of average spike frequency. In C–E, the top plots use a relaxed cluster definition, whereas the bottom plots use a more stringent definition (see Materials and Methods). ANOVA reveals a significant effect of genotype (\(p = 0.0024 \) and \(p = 0.0006 \) for stringent and relaxed cluster definitions, respectively), an effect of spike frequency (\(p = 0.063 \) and \(p = 2.8 \times 10^{-11} \)) but no significant interaction between the two parameters (\(p = 0.23 \) and \(p = 0.47 \)). Because the distribution of \(P_c \) in some frequency bands deviated from normality (Shapiro-Wilk test; \(p < 0.05 \)), we performed several additional nonparametric tests on the data with the stringent cluster definition, which indicate that \(P_c \) depends on frequency in the HCN1\(^{+/+}\) but not the HCN1\(^{-/-}\) group (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test; \(p = 1.5 e^{-4} \) and \(p = 0.12 \), respectively) and that \(P_c \) differs between neurons from HCN1\(^{+/+}\) and HCN1\(^{-/-}\) mice at frequencies of 1–2 and 2–3 Hz (Wilcoxon rank sum test; \(p = 0.008 \) and \(p = 0.04 \), respectively). D, The average intraclass spike frequency plotted as a function of average spike frequency during the analysis period. ANOVA indicated a significant effect of genotype (\(p < 0.01 \) for both cluster definitions) and of overall spike frequency (\(p = 0.026 \) and \(p = 0.0002 \) for stringent and relaxed cluster definitions, respectively). E, The number of spikes per cluster plotted as a function of average spike frequency. ANOVA reveals a significant effect of overall spike frequency (\(p < 1.5 e^{-9} \) for both cluster definitions) and a possible effect of genotype (\(p = 0.026 \) and \(p = 0.054 \)). F, Examples of membrane potential responses (top traces in each plot) to current steps (bottom traces) recorded from two different stellate cells (ii–ii in control condition (top plots) and during perfusion of 10 \(\mu\)M ZD7288 (bottom plots). G, The probability that spikes occur as part of a cluster (\(P_c \)) for six stellate cells recorded in control conditions and subsequently in the presence of 10 \(\mu\)M ZD7288. The mean value of \(P_c \) decreased from 0.08 ± 0.04 in control conditions to 0.005 ± 0.005 during perfusion of ZD7288 (\(p = 0.031 \), Wilcoxon signed rank test). The average frequency of spikes during steps used for comparison of firing patterns was 1.13 ± 0.16 Hz in control conditions and 1.19 ± 0.1 Hz during perfusion of ZD7288 (\(p = 0.69 \), Wilcoxon signed rank test).
average spike frequency during each current step. The numbers above the points correspond to the data shown in
cluster using the stringent definition (dashed line; HCN1 channels control the pattern of spike firing by promoting repolarization of the action potential AHP. Nolan et al.
 between 1 and 2 Hz. Regression lines are for of average spike frequency (p = 8.16 – 0.0027; adjusted r = 0.31; p = 0.0021). Examples of action potentials from a stellate cell in control conditions (black traces) and during perfusion of ZD7288 (red traces). H, Plot of the action potential half-duration from the six experiments in control conditions and during subsequent perfusion of 10 μM ZD7288. The mean half-width was increased from 81.6 ± 7.2 ms in control to 110.7 ± 9.6 ms during perfusion of ZD7288 (p = 0.031; Wilcoxon signed rank test).

Behavioral and physiological implications of HCN1 channel expression for the functions of stellate cells
Different subregions of the medial temporal lobe that together support episodic forms of memory are thought to have distinct computational roles, such as pattern separation, pattern association, and pattern completion (Kesner et al., 2004). The dentate gyrus, which is the major target of stellate cells in layer II of the MEC, is believed to be important for spatial pattern separation, the encoding of similar spatial information into distinct representations. We suggest that HCN1 channels in stellate cells may facilitate pattern separation in the dentate gyrus through two mechanisms. First, when the membrane potential of a stellate cell is close to rest, HCN1 channels may modify the time window over which integration of synaptic inputs initiate single action potentials (Magee, 1999) or subthreshold forms of synaptic plasticity (Alonso et al., 1999). Second, when stellate cells are in active states such that they are sufficiently depolarized to fire repeated action potentials, HCN1 channels may contribute to encoding of information by modifying the pattern of action potential output.

Does the absence of HCN1 channels from stellate cells in the MEC contribute to enhanced memory performance in mice with forebrain restricted deletion of the HCN1 channel (Nolan et al., 2004)? Although increased responsiveness of stellate cells from HCN1−/− mice to low frequency inputs could enhance the access of low frequency signals to the hippocampal circuit, it is also possible that in the forms of spatial learning in which HCN1−/− mice have been tested thus far, the requirements for precise integration by stellate cells in the MEC may be minimal or may be masked by enhanced synaptic plasticity caused by deletion of HCN1 channels from pyramidal cells (Nolan et al., 2004). More restricted deletions of the HCN1 channel and behavioral paradigms that involve different subregions of the medial temporal lobe circuit will be required to distinguish among these and other possibilities. It will

Figure 7. HCN1 channels control the pattern of spike firing by promoting repolarization of the action potential AHP. A, Afterhyperpolarizations after five consecutive action potentials of each trace in Figure 6A aligned to the rising phase of the action potential (blue, 560 pA step; black, 520 pA step; red, 460 pA step). B, The probability that a spike fired by the HCN1−/− neuron in A is part of a cluster using the stringent definition (Pc) and the mean half-width of the afterhyperpolarization (h-w) are plotted as a function of the average spike frequency during each current step. The numbers above the points correspond to the data shown in A (current steps: 1, 460 pA; 2, 520 pA; 3, 560 pA). C, D, Data from the HCN1−/− neuron in Figure 6B are plotted as for A and B. The numbers above the points in D correspond to the data shown in C (current steps: 1, 440 pA; 2, 500 pA; 3, 580 pA). E, Half-width of the action potential AHP plotted as a function of average spike frequency. ANOVA indicates a significant effect of average spike frequency (p = 2.3e-05) and genotype (p = 2.4e-07) and an interaction between genotype and average spike frequency (p = 0.006). Differences between HCN1+/+ and HCN1−/− mice were significant (t-test; p < 0.05) at frequencies <2 Hz. In the HCN1−/− group, there were no effects of average spike frequency (p = 0.05), whereas in the HCN1+/+ group, the AHP half-width at frequencies >3 Hz was smaller than the AHP at frequencies <2 Hz (Tukey’s honestly significant difference test; p < 0.05). F, Probability that spikes are part of cluster patterns using the stringent definition (Pc) plotted as a function of the mean AHP half-width for spikes firing at average frequencies between 1 and 2 Hz. Regression lines are for HCN1+/+ (solid line; y = 0.68 – 0.0058 x; adjusted r = 0.36; p = 0.0003) and HCN1−/− (dashed line; y = 0.47 – 0.0037 x; adjusted r = 0.31; p = 0.0021). G, Examples of action potentials from a stellate cell in control conditions (black traces) and during perfusion of 10 μM ZD7288 (red traces). H, Plot of the action potential half-duration from the six experiments in control conditions and during subsequent perfusion of 10 μM ZD7288. The mean half-width was increased from 81.6 ± 7.2 ms in control to 110.7 ± 9.6 ms during perfusion of ZD7288 (p = 0.031; Wilcoxon signed rank test).
also be important to determine whether stellate cells demonstrate activity-dependent plasticity of HCN channels similar to that found in pyramidal cells (Shah et al., 2004; Fan et al., 2005), because this may modify the integrative functions described here and could contribute to forms of epilepsy in which both the entorhinal cortex and HCN channels have been implicated (Poo1os., 2005).
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